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THISPAPER DISCUSSES some aspects of the prob- 
lems inherent in keeping librarians up-to-date and educating them 
after library school graduation, and suggests approaches toward solv- 
ing these problems. The need for improving the contemporary program 
of continuing education is described and specific changes are sug-
gested. The paper is based upon the American situation, and although 
public librarians are used as subjects, the generalizations should also 
be useful to all other librarians. Its theme might be a quotation from 
Jesse and Mitchell: "A rapidly changing age is forcing the professions 
to attach a new importance to continuing education." l 
Houle states that every profession must be concerned with the total 
education of its members, and continuing education is just as impor- 
tant as pre-service education. Each institution has the responsibility of 
educating its staff, particularly in keeping up with new concepts and 
methods and in preparing for new positions. Because the library school 
curriculum can only briefly cover all that the librarian needs to know, 
it should include nothing which can be learned better later.2 
Idea Obsolescence 
One of the librarian's problems is an inadequate background of 
goals and ideas against which new activities can be evaluated and 
full understanding eventually acquired. If college and library school 
curricula were more comprehensive and current, perhaps the begin- 
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ning librarian would not be educationally handicapped. Because these 
curricula include too few courses, they cannot include all that a stu- 
dent needs to know to be a knowledgeable citizen, consumer, cultural 
leader, and librarian. Nor does a student have the desire or ability to 
learn all the material presented to him. Furthermore, in most cases it 
is not known what type of librarian (public, academic, school, or 
special) the student will become until his five-year educational period 
is nearly over, and sometimes not even then, thus making his educa- 
tional programming difficult. In any event, the problem is further 
complicated by his having to learn some things by experience. 
The courses in all curricula are to some extent based on a synthesis 
and idealization of conditions perceived by faculty members several 
months or years ago, when their textbooks and other basic sources 
were written, or else when they worked in the field. Since a course 
seldom teaches the most current conditions, it is difficult for the in- 
structor to incorporate recent changes, and consequently he is behind 
actual practice. This is more significant for technique courses than for 
theoretical courses, but even principles are modified and may become 
historical or obsolete. Obviously, then, some ideas and techniques are 
being taught that have ceased to be useful. Teaching effectiveness may 
be further reduced by outdated or ineffectual techniques. 
It is possible to conclude that at graduation the typical librarian does 
not completely understand the ideas, methods, techniques, trends, 
and problems of the library world, nor the society to which his library 
must contribute. He is already somewhat out-of-date, incompletely in- 
formed, and beginning his career with a handicap rarely overcome. 
Today, ideas and methods dealing with acquired response patterns 
obsolesce rapidly. An idea becomes obsolete because of its failure or 
because of its replacement by a more useful one. Ideas about book 
selection change as well as ideas about neighborhoods. However, idea 
and technique obsolescence are not as important as the incorporation 
of change and adaptation. Attention to current activities in a given 
field will bring the most thoughtful solutions to its problems and an 
understanding of its trends. The ideas formulated about last year's 
poverty program may not be as useful now as they were then, especi- 
ally if the related social agencies have modified their approaches. Un- 
doubtedly a table could be constructed which portrayed the annual 
obsolescence rates of fundamental theories as changing relatively little 
(they may not change in the extent to which they are true, but only in 
the extent to which they are useful, relevant, or are being taught), 
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while practical techniques and equipment would portray a much 
greater change. 
In his first position a librarian is seldom able to survey similar posi- 
tions well enough to collect currently effective ideas and practices, thus 
instead of becoming au courant, he merely becomes oriented to one 
position. As he obtains more experience, visits other libraries, and talks 
with friends, he learns more but probably never reaches a widespread 
understanding of trends, developments, ideas, or techniques. His fa- 
miliarity with practice covers only a small geographic area (i.e., county 
or city), whereas happenings in Sweden or Iran might also be relevant. 
Often state library field specialists are knowledgeable enough about 
public library activities, but their understanding is confined to one 
state, to libraries visited recently, and to particular areas of operation 
observed. 
Idea Generation 
Not only is everyone somewhat out-of-date, but not enough good 
new library ideas are being produced. Much of librarianship produces 
good ideas laboriously, and then treats them with bureaucratic com- 
plexity, complacency, and inflexibility. Better ideas are needed for 
continuing education and better problem solutions must be derived 
through organized or private brainstorming, or experimentation. The 
primary need is for two kinds of ideas: 1) those which present new 
understandings of basic situations in which the library is relating to a 
new condition or agency, and 2) those demonstrating how this has 
been done successfully. 
We must brainstorm better or we will obsolesce sooner. Brainstorm- 
ing is most needed in the newer areas of library involvement, since in 
many of the older areas, two or three generations of activity have pro- 
duced workable solutions. For example, a few years ago the entire 
service area for the disadvantaged needed basic principles and specific 
solutions. This area is currently in intermediate flux with many li- 
braries participating actively. Other older relationships, such as those 
to garden or social clubs, may be relatively settled or "solved" prob- 
lems. However, few service relationships exist where all problems are 
solved and librarians can quit worrying. 
How can new and useful ideas, viewpoints, solutions and techniques 
of all kinds be generated? How can idea production be organized for a 
specific occupation? Ideas are produced by knowledge and imagina- 
tion, Solutions to a specific problem are arrived at by combining 
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knowledge and imagination with need, the opportunity to study a 
problem carefully, reviewing previous solutions, considering the solu- 
tions suggested by informed colleagues, and then experimenting until 
the best answer is derived. 
Useful ideas usually come from a person whose imagination is 
strong, whose creativity is well above average, whose knowledge of 
past solutions and present practice is quite extensive, whose contact 
with real situations is close, and whose appraisal is shrewd. Seldom 
can a combination of all these characteristics be assembled in librarian- 
ship. If the members of a committee possess them together it is un- 
usual, if one person possesses them it is phenomenal. Individuals with 
some of these talents should be identified and put in situations favor- 
able to idea generation. In this connection certain researchers in li- 
brarianship and a few professionals from other disciplines have been 
useful, but very few of them are presently attempting to solve library 
problems. Traditionally the graduate school has been the center for 
new solutions, so perhaps there is a dearth of idea-producing and 
research-oriented library school instructors and students. Useful brain- 
storming is expected to occur at such places as the Institute for Ad- 
vanced Study at Princeton, but a similar center for library thinking 
has not been established. Asking the Council on Library Resources to 
subsidize Jesse Shera full-time is, however, closely related.3 
Some thought is stimulated by library association conferences which 
schedule discussions of current activities in leading libraries, and 
which plan programs around provocative and broadly based questions; 
unfortunately these programs seldom incorporate sufficient detail for 
evaluation. A conference can bring together a committee of specialists 
who are problem oriented and can find tentative solutions by compar- 
ing experiences, but more often this is a side effect and not a direct 
result of conference planning. Few association committees have been 
equipped to experiment or have been oriented toward creativity. 
More small and closely matched discussion groups similar to the public 
library personnel directors meeting at ALA conferences should be 
established. They are successful because everyone attending has a 
similar background and similar problems, and can share solutions face 
to face. 
Idea Dissemination 
Extensive idea production does little good unless it is extensively 
distributed to the appropriate people. So'mething done well in Bangor 
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will not help in Tehran until it reaches the right Tehrani. The plaguing 
problem is that many good ideas are being used which would be useful 
elsewhere if they were known about. Phinney mentions the lack of 
written information about what is going onB4 Even when there is no 
necessity for a new idea, locating an older one is difficult. Published 
ideas are oversimplified and omit many facts related to their successful 
use. Because controls are inadequate, complete and exact policies and 
procedures are seldom available within the library, and there is no staff 
of researchers and writers to record idea prospects, implementations, 
successes, and failures. Leadership like that of the Enoch Pratt Free 
Library in Baltimore is partly due to its staff members exceptional 
activity in writing and speaking of their successes. The communication 
of their failures would also be instructive. 
The time lag between idea production and arrival at a given library 
must also be dealt with. An idea may be used successfully in Phila- 
delphia for several years before it arrives at Swarthmore where it is 
equally needed. Then it may be in garbled or incomplete form, and 
consequently prove less than successful. Library service would have 
improved sooner had the idea been transmitted earlier and in com- 
plete and accurate form. 
Publications are important as an idea source, but their dissemina- 
tion is usually only done in small numbers, and often omits important 
details. Also, publication reading is very selective, with each li-
brarian reading only what interests him and omitting the rest. Almost 
the only persons reading library literature carefully are library school 
faculty members and students. Librarians are deluged with library 
literature with which they are somewhat familiar, and thus tend to 
"thumb read," or not read at all. Even though the dissemination of 
ideas through publications is less than desirably widespread, publica- 
tions are still the best carriers to large groups of leaders and remain 
the best way of keeping a permanent record and disseminating solu- 
tions. Ideal dissemination would require early release and full details 
of an idea, along with adequate research data and controls. 
Not only must we replace obsolete ideas with newer and more useful 
ones, but we must also get them quickly into the stream of library 
consciousness. The librarian's cultural lag must be combatted by 
spreading the word faster. The ERIC program to distribute certain 
library information can hardly function successfully if the information 
is not readily available.5 Getting the right idea into the right head at 
the right time is the problem. 
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Idea Anticipation 
So librarians could plan better, it would be desirable to have trends 
and changes so analyzed and controlled that they could be predicted 
five to ten years before their actual appearance. For instance, if the 
recent trend of intensive public library use by students had been pre- 
dicted, then these libraries could have planned and budgeted for the 
changes necessary to absorb the additional load gra~efully.~ Through 
municipal administration, social service, and sociology, much has been 
learned about social behavior that should have been introduced into 
librarianship, but continuing education for librarians seems not to be 
keeping up with the increasing accumulation of knowledge and under- 
standing about society. What are good barometers of library change? 
How can public librarians be educated to anticipate changes in their 
cities and their services? There are many questions and many answers. 
Usually the library exists as a small unit within a large governmental 
structure-local, county, state, national-and feels administrative, po- 
litical, and financial trends and changes within that institutional set- 
ting. Changes should be easily anticipated from within. Demographic 
changes are now used to predict the library future. However, too few 
sets of statistics are available, usually the library has no analysis staff, 
and instruction is needed to interpret them. All levels of government 
legislation and departmental activities provide indicators of trends. 
Government subsidized programs are felt by the library, so it must 
learn how to anticipate their effects, for example, in urban redevelop- 
ment housing. Someone to watch reports of enacted legislation and 
alert library staffs to their implications would be useful. 
Public librarians seem to be improving their contacts with school 
officials but still have difficulty fully anticipating school needs. Closer 
cooperation with state and local school and college systems will better 
inform the librarian of educational trends and new activities likely to 
affect student use and demands for library service. A full-time liaison 
and coordination staff should be assigned to schools and colleges. The 
present efforts of children's and young adults' librarians seem super- 
ficial. It would be more reasonable to make a significant budget and 
personnel commitment to conduct a continuous, comprehensive, and 
thorough study of those persons whose library use is motivated by 
school and college requirements-the public library's largest discrete 
patron group. Such an educational anticipation service should be 
staffed by persons familiar with both institutions. This study should 
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lead eventually to forecasts of school and college student use patterns, 
followed by attempts to influence this use toward certain types of 
superior materials and services. Certainly, if modern corporations had 
a similar large and easily identifiable customer group, they would 
carefully study and cultivate it. That the public library has retained a 
submissive and apprehensive attitude toward such a large group of 
customers seems to indicate an unprofessional, uncreative, and out- 
dated posture toward community service. 
Because the public library is so imbedded in education, public 
librarians should understand educational theories and techniques and 
take a more active role in educating their patrons-during and after 
formal schooling. Trying to educate children and adults without having 
studied education and without close daily coordination with schools is 
difficult, but remains the librarian's responsibility. The public librarian 
must develop his own educational theories and practices for elemen- 
tary, secondary, and adult levels; they should be entwined with formal 
education but differ in orientation. The short inroads made in this 
direction can be measured by the poor staffing school services re- 
ceive. An illustration of misdirection is found in certain library poverty 
programs where more effort is expended on attempts to locate pupils, 
rather than on learning how to teach them or attempting to anticipate 
their needs and interests. 
Now that poverty program librarians have gotten outside the library, 
perhaps other personnel can be sent out for similar user contacts.* In 
the business world a library department should carry out an anticipa- 
tion function by contacting businessmen and chamber of commerce 
leaders in their offices. The businessman, whose information needs are 
important to the economy, has been neglected by the public library. 
Services to forceful and influential business leaders surely are as 
important as those to garden clubs. A department is needed to antici- 
pate business trends and relate them to library planning so materials 
and services can be ready for these patrons. 
Closer association with club groups requires at least one offer of 
assistance to the president each year for specific programs and com- 
mittee projects. This should lead to other interviews with committee 
members shortly thereafter, and eventually to close working relation- 
ships with every group organizing specific club functions. 
Librarians must anticipate trends in publishing and the availability 
of material useful to specific groups. As an important customer the 
librarian has influence on publishers, and closer contact and liaison 
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with them could lead to the publication of more books for particular 
library uses, as well as better distribution of them. As an example, the 
poverty program suffers from a lack of juvenile reading books which 
hold adult interest. Librarians should attempt to anticipate subject 
interests by reading level and have the material published before the 
demand becomes acute. If this relationship is not fruitful then librari- 
ans could form their own publishing firms; the market should be large 
enough to support several such companies. 
Government and cultural groups studying community developments 
can provide information about trends which involve the library. Read- 
ing their publications, hearing their speakers, and conversing with 
them help the librarian anticipate changes that will affect him. Careful 
study of local and national periodicals and theses containing social, 
political, and economic trends will also help the librarian, e.g., Kip-
linger's Newsletter which forecasts business trends, city periodicals 
which concentrate on local happenings, or university theses which dis-
cuss local trends. 
Perhaps a profession-wide group should moniter societal trends 
which will create new library problems. Prediction would be more 
accurate if a staff was interpreting each trend for librarians, and as a 
further service, turning them over to brainstormers for problem solu- 
tions. Trial solutions could then be tested by pilot programs within an 
experimental library. Perhaps both the monitoring and the brainstorm- 
ing would be best manned primarily by social scientists. Recently 
many significant contributions to library science have been made by 
those outside the field. 
Currency 
Librarians who are themselves attempting to educate, need an 
effective adult education program to keep them up-to-date in librarian- 
ship and tangential subject areas. Adult education techniques must be 
used because return to the campus has been resisted, even for refresher 
courses, let alone for advanced degree curricula. Whether the same 
techniques can be used for all librarians is difficult to determine since 
they serve different audiences with different materials and staff mem- 
bers; many principles and techniques are, however, similar. Whether 
the continuing education program should concentrate on the post- 
master's degree period only, or can also improve learning at the 
college and library school level, must be subject to experimentation. 
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Recommendations should be made for all educational levels. Whether 
or not the ERIC program can substantively satisfy these infonnation 
needs of librarians is yet to be seen. 
Thousands of worldwide information sources should be coordinated 
by a data bank and separated into three categories-administrative, 
professional assistant, and clerical-so pertinent information can be 
distributed to the specifled category soon after its discovery. Five 
major subject divisions should cover all of librarianship: administra- 
tion, technical processes, materials, adult services and children's serv- 
ices. Further, information dissemination should be separated by the 
four major types of libraries, although there will of course be over- 
lapping. A constant stream of ideas and problem solutions from li-
braries and other sources that range from major policy decisions to 
clerical assistant techniques should be aimed for. 
There should be good system coordination from theses, workshops, 
conferences, and extension courses to periodical publication^.^ Such a 
system must give more data about more new solutions so more knowl- 
edgeable actions can be taken sooner by all parts of the profession. 
The problem is to find freshly proven ideas, present them usefully and 
objectively, then broadcast them throughout the profession. Because a 
librarian cannot take a hit-and-miss approach toward solutions, he 
must have fully considered the alternatives beforehand. Immediate, 
full and accurate information must be presented for each position. 
There must also be a provision for users to offer suggestions for data 
bank system improvement. 
The ability to browse for specific topics should be available in the 
data bank. For instance, if a children's department head wishes to solve 
the fifth grade simple vocabulary book problem, he should be able to 
learn what solutions are used in other cities. He should have a wide 
and thoroughly descriptive selection from which to chose a specific 
adaptable solution. Now, when seeking solutions, librarians are de- 
pendent upon periodicals, friends, and their own experience. 
The librarian should not have a haphazard approach (have nine 
specific problems, ask three vague questions, and hope the fallout will 
contain all the needed infonnation), but rather should expect the data 
bank to give the fullest possible answers to the right questions. The 
bank's information should be arranged by specific subjects so the user 
should gain most by giving careful study and concentration to one 
problem at a time. 
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Enlivening Types of Work 
Continuing education and information vitalizes all employees-jani- 
tors to trustees. As janitors handle more numerous and complex ma- 
chines, maintenance instructions and demonstrations become increas- 
ingly important to them. Trustee education is the most important and 
difficult of all since trustees must be aware of major developments 
and be knowledgeable about administration. Their concern for role 
and mission and for the library's integration into city government and 
community should be as great as the chief librarian's. Yet trustee pub- 
lications are almost nonexistent, and only a few states offer workshops 
for them. 
Since administrators are believed by some to be a weak part of the 
library's organization, their continuing education is very important. 
Because they have primary responsibility for change, many periodicals 
are addressed to them, and it is likely that their experience with people 
and ideas causes them to read more conscientiously than other librari- 
ans. Trustees, department heads and city officials eagerly instruct them. 
They do not do research, but probably their association conferences 
are informative and helpful, and sometimes they attend special work- 
s h o p ~ . ~Although few of them study beyond the master's degree, the 
increasing complexities of the administrator's position are forcing more 
formal, specialized study. 
The administrator, whose information needs are universal, needs an 
assistant to alert him to the material useful in examining his library 
problems. First, he must tend to his own job of personnel, finance, 
relations with superiors and outside groups, organization, planning, 
and supervision. Then, for possible adapted solutions, he needs infor- 
mation from other sources-public administration, education, business, 
hospital administration, social service, etc. Also, he needs to learn the 
trends within his community: shifts in power alignments, emergence of 
new ideas, operations of new political and economic groups, residential 
pattern changes, employment shifts, and entertainment changes. 
The technical processing staff would be helped by closer contact 
with the Library of Congress. They should also publish their poten- 
tially useful classification system adaptations, local cataloging and 
filing rules, and acquisitions and catalog department policy and pro- 
cedure manuals. Acquisitions needs better bibliographic services and 
more prepublication information, including more comparative data on 
publisher and jobber prices and services. 
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Adult service librarians should know more about adult interests and 
needs and what materials will best serve them. Hawes lo said that 
there was not enough research literature to ascertain what reading 
does to people, or even if most people prefer group to individual 
education. Monroe 'l made a distinction between training and educa- 
tion and said there had been much training to improve skills but little 
education to improve understanding for library adult work. She com- 
mented also that since the American Heritage and Library Community 
Projects produced principles, it was time to think about education for 
adult work. The beginning could come in the library school, supple- 
mented by field work, internship, work-study programs, and subject 
preparation. Formal advanced education could include on-the-job 
training, staff workshops, conferences, courses, exchange and study- 
grant programs, consultant advice with some experimentation, self- 
surveys, professional reading, travel, and observation. She concluded 
that we must educate students to carry on present services and at the 
same time be innovators. She agreed with Phinney that research must 
become commonplace, with libraries and library schools working 
closely together. Stone l2 said that for adult workers there has been 
too much to teach and too few qualified to do so. Committee assign- 
ments under skilled leadership and participation in the workshops of 
other community agencies are needed. 
Children's librarians should partake of recent insights into child 
psychology and education and relate them to reading interest patterns. 
The children themselves must be listened to as well as teachers, cur- 
riculum planners, and recreation leaders, who can also help in pre- 
dicting reactions and planning library-related programs. Instilling life- 
time reading habits should be a primary goal. 
Prepublication of critical librarian-oriented evaluations are needed 
for children's books. They should be available despite the difficulties 
of reviewing for different kinds of readers and getting advance infor- 
mation printed. At present, summer workshops and extension courses 
help school and children's librarians learn about new books. 
Only in certain colleges and universities do librarians and faculty 
have equal opportunities for continuing education. Jesse and Mitchell 
found: "As professionals, librarians should have the opportunity for 
further study and research, just as they should have faculty rank. 
Opportunities should be provided when they can be without the 
interruption of good library service." l3 Although very often there is 
no policy for course work or research, most academic libraries allow 
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their staffs to interrupt work in order to take courses at that institution. 
In two-thirds of the universities and half of the colleges, librarians 
were eligible for study or research leaves, but only a few college 
libraries and one-third of the university libraries gave released time for 
research. 
How Research Should Proceed 
Joeckel and Winslow said: 
Research is an indispensible foundation for library planning and 
for the development of library services. It ident3es needs and dis- 
covers methods of meeting them. It  evaluates the results achieved 
by library programs. Library objectives, the framework of organiza- 
tion, techniques, service procedures-in determining all of these, 
research is useful and essential. [Vastly more emphasis should be 
placed on research simply to make a minimum adjustment to the 
world libraries serve. Even though we cannot afford basic essentials, 
research is often worthwhile.] 
Emphasis is naturally placed on applied research which may be 
directly useful in the solution of library problems, but the impor- 
tance of basic research which may have little immediate practical 
application is fully recognized.14 
Gilbert Prentiss made three points about government involvement in 
research: 
1) The government should direct most of its support for libraries 
into research; 2) Research is needed on all kinds of library service 
since it plays similar roles in all kinds of libraries; 3) If we assume 
that libraries are similar, one total picture should define needs and 
functions in terms of government levels. This should be done only 
once, and should have government continuity in support level.15 
A recent Wilson Library Bulletin view of library research calls it 
the greatest problem facing the profession.lB Ennis l7 points out that 
it is noncumulative, fragmentary, generally weak, and relentlessly 
oriented to immediate practice. He cites Joanne Stewart's thesis, "An 
Evaluation of Empirical Studies Dealing with Students in Public Li- 
braries in the United States," which portrays the inability of public 
librarians to do their own research successfully. She found their studies 
to be poor, with samples inadequately drawn or too small, and their 
primitive methodology yielding few useful conclusions. Bundy claimed 
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the public library had organized a shockingly small amount of research 
into fundamental problems.18 
As a continuing education method, research has not been widely 
used. Yet, for obtaining a valid picture of library conditions, it is ex- 
cellent. A few libraries have employed competent coinmercial research 
organizations or individuals for articular projects, but many of these 
projects seem less useful to the ~rofession than formal thesis research, 
since there is no way of judging if they were done properly. Formerly, 
library school master's theses contributed more information than they 
do now. 
Before seeking solutions to existing and future problems, the state 
of each area within librarianship must be researched and evaluated. 
Then the questions needing research can be laid out, priorities estab- 
lished, and projects assigned. The next step is for the profession to 
define its goals. Evidence suggests that the public library does not 
have a clearly defined set of goals. It  is attempting to do several things 
in which it is succeeding poorly, and is not attempting several things 
it might be expected to do. Its leaders appear to have underestimated 
the magnitude of their task and overestimated future budgetary sup- 
port.lQ 
A philosophy is needed to rationalize library existence, explain pur- 
poses and goals, immediate and ultimate, and place them in their 
proper perspective. This discussion should spell out relationships to 
both formal and informal education programs, the political system, 
recreation programs, organized research, the business world, formal 
organization life, and to persons at all economic levels. Philosophical 
research is needed-writing, reading, thinking, and discussing. A 
larger number of patrons served surely is not the ultimate goal. In fact, 
it may be more sensible to seek a citizenry increasingly competent to 
solve its own problems, and not to use the library directly. The reluc- 
tance of patrons to ask librarians for help suggests their self-service 
preference, and it is doubtful that they will change. 
Because very little library school research is being done, a way 
must be found of studying the field." Ennis has several suggestions 
about current activity: establish library positions for researchers and 
systems analysts, organize long intensive INTREX-type seminars to 
study library problems, and recruit research-oriented staff from other 
fields. He lists the most important research as measuring library per- 
formance, analyzing print users, and studying the organization of 
knowledge.21 For processing centers Peter Hiatt suggested that "the 
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area delineated by technical services lends itself to measurable research 
more easily than do public services."2VWe should do research on 
methods of handling non-book materials and political and social 
research relating processing centers to state government trends. 
Several other authors had useful suggestions. Goldstein recom-
mended forming a research arm of the profession at all governmental 
levels and believed many basic ideas could best be established by 
testing. He also noted that most public libraries were too poorly 
financed and staffed to provide more than minimum ~ervice.~"iatt 
urged librarians to create social change and seek greater understand- 
ing of society. Doms urged clarification of the public library's role 
vs. that of the school library. Anderson was eager to know user and 
non-user motivations and the city's changing character.24 
Conant suggested establishing research teams to review on a con- 
tinuing basis the local library service market; routine data collection 
mechanisms should be developed and consumer and management 
studies are also desirable. The number of possible points of entry for 
new influences should be increased. Also, provision should be made 
for the mid-career administrator to take a year off to study business 
administration or urban planning.25 
A detailed description of the staff manual policies and procedures 
used in each department in every library and their success under de- 
scribed conditions is neededaZ6 Evaluations of successes are also needed 
against objective criteria, some of which must be adapted from other 
fields; Wasserman pointed out the technique for measuring perform- 
ance success q~antitatively.~TIn many library areas success is still 
indistinguishable from failure: "In sum, the public library remains a 
basically purposeless agency with relatively weak resources, diversified 
commitments, and fundamental biases which severely circumscribe 
its effectiveness." 28 Time has marched on but the public library has 
stood still; it may atrophy further. 
The Educational Media-Library Literature 
Library literature should be creative and scholarly and attempt to 
prove or disprove ideas, to define goals and roles, report research, 
and detail techniques and procedure^.^^ When the research to identify 
goals and successful programs is done, and the refocused library has 
begun to work intensively in its primary emphases, probably the most 
efficient medium of education providing a permanent record will be 
library publications. To some extent library periodicals are already 
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disseminating useful material, but little of it is detailed and thorough. 
Currently a major periodical trend is toward increased proliferation 
without any improvement in quality or co~rdinat ion.~~ There is much 
overlapping and competition, yet some areas are still underrepresented 
while others are briefly and superficially treated. Probably the library 
periodicals most successful in carrying out a useful role are Journal of 
Chemical Documentation and American Documentation, both quite 
specialized, but both objective with respectable scholarship, providing 
considerable detail and no news. Perhaps a journal like Public Library 
Abstracts came close to the ideal also, though it was short on details. 
Some library literature appears in book, report, or pamphlet form, 
often an improvement over the periodical form in providing more 
detail. 
More reading and thinking about library literature and closer inter- 
relations between publications is needed. Perhaps each library should 
hold a weekly group discussion of new idea applicability. Study and 
discussion groups should provide better brainstorming. 
A librarian would read more if the material were interesting, di- 
rectly relevant and useful to his own position, and in sufficient detail 
that he could see exactly how the idea was carried out and in what 
context. Also, each librarian needs a bulletin copy for his own desk, 
not just a reading room copy. Since distributing periodical and mono- 
graphic material to all librarians would be expensive, perhaps it should 
be done by government subsidy for publishing costs, or block subscrip- 
tions where one library payment per year brings several copies. 
Conferences and Workshops 
Educationally, the association conference is contributory by its 
formal program papers and informal discussions. Usually the formal 
programming is aimed at the less specialized levels, some national 
associations excepted. Local associations need improved programming 
guided by their state and national units, since their programs seldom 
provide more information than a suggestive summary of different 
developments. Programming should aim at the high level specialists, 
not the general audience. Except for the recent series sponsored by 
the ALA Library Research Round Table, programming for library re- 
searchers is nonexistent. 
Most special workshops, seminars, or institutes are well above 
association conferences in educational quality. Workshops are usually 
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led by "experts," whereas too often conference speakers have had less 
experience than some of their listeners. Unless association speakers 
have developed original viewpoints or have had unusual experiences, 
learning from well recognized experts is more rewarding. Association 
programs often include limited case studies, whereas workshops often 
provide a more comprehensive and cohesive picture, cover back-
grounds and develop several topic phases. Frequently, the pre- and 
post-ALA conferences are more useful than the conference itself. 
Special workshops on a single problem which last several days allow 
greater subject expansion and greater learning opportunity. They are 
the shortcut to knowledge, if well organized, topic-focused, and com- 
bine theory with experience. Usually the workshop succeeds in im-
parting more knowledge in depth than does the conference, which is 
often too brief, fragmentary, and distracting. 
The libraries which send staff to workshops, and thus gain by them, 
should also subsidize them. The USOE workshop subject breakdown 
shows need for more goal study, technical processing, leadership edu- 
cation, and supervision, as well as attention to the subjects in library 
school curricula.31 There is also the problem of applying the new 
knowledge to the job. 
The visible trend is toward polishing-more workshops and confer- 
ences instead of further schooling. In order that the entire staff can 
share the information gained at conferences and workshops, reporting 
should not be neglected. Libraries should sponsor local conferences 
during which their activities are reported, analyzed, discussed, and 
evaluated, and community leaders and staff members from other li- 
braries should participate in them. 
For administrators, leadership workshops are useful when they con- 
sist of a concentrated session of two or more full days where: 1)visit-
ing speakers analyze shifts in community life, 2) several committees 
focus sharply and extensively on specific library problems, or 3)  a 
combination of the two occurs. They allow administrators to pause, 
study, reappraise programs, and gain fuller understanding of com-
munity trends. Administrators should also join the leadership work- 
shops of other groups and learn how to coordinate with them. 
Because practicing librarians so seldom demand formal graduate 
courses, few are offered even though several library schools now offer 
useful advanced electives. Workshop education is one of their ways of 
expanding course offerings to serve alumni and the profession at large. 
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Extension Courses 
Extension courses are too rare and remain another untapped source 
of continuing education. For a long time they have been a part of pre- 
professional and beginning professional education, but do not help 
the professional. Those run by state libraries can be useful to trustees. 
Boaz pointed out that in 1965 about 40 percent of the accredited 
library schools offered extension courses in thirty-five places, with 
Indiana, Syracuse, Illinois, and the University of Southern California 
having well known programs.32 There seems to be no trend toward 
expansion here and Monypenny found few formal extension courses 
in state libraries.33 Communication between libraries and library 
schools is defective regarding extension courses, many of which should 
be subsidized by the state or local library system.32 
Doctoral Programs 
More first-class student minds must be attracted before the library's 
value as an education medium can be realized. Doctoral students can 
study a field sufficiently to become completely current in one or more 
aspects of it. Study is the best way of understanding theoretical mat- 
ters, while certain practical aspects can be examined in the thesis. 
Library science doctoral programs provide at least three kinds of con- 
tinuing education for leadership: 1 )  preparation qualifying the gradu- 
ate to carry on research, 2 )  preparation for teaching, and 3)  prepara-
tion for administration. 
So far, doctoral programs have produced leaders in library educa- 
tion and university librarianship only. Doctoral students in public 
librarianship, for instance, are so rare as hardly to exist at all. A large 
increase in enrollment would help to meet the research problem and 
suitable staff members should be sent, with full salary, to do doctoral 
study and research. 
Inservice Education P~ograms 
Public administration literature suggests that in large library systems 
continuing education programs should be directed by an inservice 
training officer. Commonly, libraries provide continuing education 
through staff association meetings, st& workshops, newsletters, man- 
uals, daily supervision, orientation sessions, and other devices. In 
administrative meetings chief librarians transmit knowledge and advice 
to their department heads along with situation evaluations. Through 
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hourly contact, professional assistants learn from their supervisors in 
much the same way. 
Recommended executive development ideas have been listed by 
Stebbin~,3~and Wheeler and Goldhor described on-the-job training 
and s~pervision.3~ City-wide orientation sessions, workshops, and even 
formal course work for municipal employees are being used in certain 
cities like Detroit. Serving as an understudy, having a guide appointed 
to help achieve the next position level, job rotation, and role-playing 
are useful in learning decision-making.34 Millen listed several continu- 
ing medical education devices-internships, residencies, and company- 
supported courses;36 Bryan described induction training, education to 
maintain efficiency, education for new responsibilities, and education 
for adopting new proce~ses .~~  Stone presented a long-range adminis- 
trator's development plan.38 
Toronto provides one example of a well developed orientation and 
inservice education program led by department heads and adminis- 
trators. It provides orientation for new staff members and gives all 
other staff: 1) knowledge of the library, its collection and services, 
2) continuation of the previous ability level in a specialty (i.e., work 
in a segment of the community), 3) better management or operational 
skills, and 4)  explanations and tours of the library. Courses are given 
in storytelling and epic literature. Meetings featuring special speakers, 
informal reports, and book discussions are held frequently. A six-week 
course on professional responsibilities is offered to assist subprofes- 
sionals toward promotion. Staff members visit new departments or 
take formal courses. They consider a staff member's full familiarization 
with librarianship to cover a five-year peri0d.3~ 
In North York, Ontario, the goal of inservice management training 
is to educate and utilize staff to the utmost level of their abilities. 
Weekly ninety-minute sessions are held for three months with separate 
series for professional and nonprofessional supervisors. Each session 
is started with a film and continued with a discussion of problems and 
theories. Sample topics are: overcoming resistance to change, leader- 
ship styles, supervisor-subordinate relationships, judging people, cre- 
ative thinking, work attitudes, engineering agreement, delegating 
responsibility, developing management material, and coordination?% 
In other libraries such sessions may last for several working days and 
include talks on the library's history, objectives, service areas, book 
selection, human relations, financial policies, organization chart, branch 
system, the role of major administrators, policies of the coordinators of 
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children's and adult services, a tea where staff members can meet 
neophytes, and a tour of the central library and branches.40 New 
specialists such as children's or history librarians are given further 
orientation by the department head. 
Formal all-day orientation programs are most often found in large 
systems and might include half of the nation's new professionals. State 
and national association conferences attract only a handful of librarians 
from each staff, and extension and other course work, a negligible few. 
Library periodicals, local conferences, departmental and type-of-work 
staff meetings therefore may be the only continuing education pro- 
grams involving a majority of librarians. 
Librarianship has not felt the need for updating its practitioners as 
extensively as has the field of engineering. Stebbins said that libraries 
lagged in carrying out staff training programs.34 However, almost no 
library has professionals with backgrounds in information science, 
audiovisual materials, and recent findings in related fields. Obviously 
the professional librarian has little interest in most forms of continu- 
ing education and receives satisfactory pay raises and promotions 
without them. 
Coordination and Professionalism 
The trend toward increased federal and state government involve- 
ment in continuing education should be encouraged, but until ap- 
propriations are stabilized this support is undependable. State libraries 
have sponsored more public library research and had more influence 
on library association programming than have the library schools. 
Through the state libraries, the U.S. Office of Education's Library 
Services Branch has coordinated a national program of continuing edu- 
cation.40 Either USOE or ALA would be the logical group to carry on 
coordination and system planning of continuing education, although 
metropolitan area library organizations may also play an important 
role. Rothstein believes ALA should take this responsibility, and that 
special courses and certification should be developed.41 
If USOE has developed overall continuing education goals and 
principles for librarians, they are not readily available. Before setting 
any overall goal or principles the problem must be resolved of an 
occupation group which is not improving educationally within an in- 
creasingly complex society. There is no modern and effective, coordi- 
nated and continuing education program in a field where awareness 
is necessary and educational levels are already low (many public 
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library branches operate without professionals). To emphasize the 
situation's seriousness, there is evidence that librarianship is more 
nearly becoming a trade or clerical occupation than a profession, e.g., 
increasing dependence on outside consultants and trade unions for 
creative thinking, major decisions, and continued personnel status; the 
prosperity of undergraduate library science programs; inability to 
conduct research; persons with no library education continuing to 
enter the field; and recent papers showing its paucity of professional 
qualities. 
Bundy and Wasserman have recently discussed library professional- 
ism and indicated their fear of a custodial future. Unfortunately, 
librarianship is not yet client-oriented but remains medium-oriented, 
doctoral work is merely an academic exercise, and faculty members do 
little useful research.42 
Planning Continuing Education 
The role of each participating continuing education program should 
be clearly described, allowing leeway for variations by locality and 
support, immediate and ultimate. Educational needs by levels and 
types of personnel should be identified, and there should be careful 
alignment of each staff member's goals with his present position and 
his continuing education program. Berelson points out the conflict over 
deciding who is the more skillful practitioner, the one with a broader 
and more basic education or the one with a narrow and specialized 
education.43A coordinating agency must establish the most efficient 
system for educating personnel initially and continuously. Statewide 
plans and provision for emergency learning are needed.44 By 1975 
good progress should have been made on a program, and by 1980 
it should be completed and operating smoothly. Administrators should 
be the first to benefit since they are the decision-makers, but a pilot 
program for clerical assistants may be more practical. 
As an example, a children's assistant may need five years of full-time 
formal higher education, plus continuing education, to fill in gaps and 
keep her up-to-date as her position and field change. Exactly how 
much continuing education must come through floor experience, work- 
shops, lectures, reading, discussion, course work, or other activities, 
is not certain. However, a minimum of one departmental meeting 
per month, one national seminar or workshop per year, one association 
conference per year, one formal credit graduate course in this or 
another field per year, daily advice from the supervisor and weekly 
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periodical reading is suggested. The weaker the educational back- 
ground, the stronger the need for supervisory education; a person weak 
in a specific subject will need to reinforce his knowledge of materials 
in that subject. 
Fifteen Ideas for Dissemination 
1. A public library staff member should be assigned full time to 
help students and faculty members of nearby colleges use the pub- 
lic library more successfully. Individual conferences should be held 
with many students and faculty library users. After the project has 
proven successful, the college should subsidize it. 
2. Selective dissemination of information ( SDI ),an alerting service, 
should be particularly useful to patron groups having discrete and 
serious subject interests, such as colloid chemistry or art education, 
and want the newest material. Such a service would combat the idea 
that the public library offers no reference senice for the serious and 
qualified student. 
3. To demonstrate their function as scholarly institutions, public 
libraries with special collections should subsidize research and pub- 
lication about the collection. 
4. Though a significant percentage of library patrons fails to find 
the material desired, they have seldom been studied carefully. Further, 
there are few studies of patron needs apart from their requests. A 
list would be useful of all the material required to satisfy patron needs 
at  a branch library for one month. 
5. In many towns, the residents who do not speak, read, or write 
English are no one's responsibility. Perhaps the public library should 
teach them English. 
6. A list should be made of all desirable community services, then 
of those locally handled poorly or not at all. The public library could 
select one new service to budget, staff, and promote each year. 
7. A special library service could be established on a break-even 
fee basis. For instance, scanning service for phj~sicians could be 
offered by photocopying the tables of contents of 100 leading medical 
journals, binding, and sending them to subscribing physicians. 
8. A library could operate a fully stocked bookstore to give patrons 
a choice of buying or borrowing material, and then study the results. 
9. A literature search goes quicker with a dictation machine than 
by hand. Dictating machine and secretarial service should be provided 
at cost for research patrons. 
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10. The library faced with a continual shortage on any subject 
could hire a writer to produce its own books. 
11. A comparative study of two businessmen of the same position 
level in the same firm should be made, one a heavy library user, the 
other a non-library user. How does the second get along without the 
library? Does the first increase his effectiveness by its use? 
12. Match closely two elementary school groups, one of which uses 
its own school library and the other using the public library, to see 
which group gets better grades. What are the implications for service 
improvement? 
13. Studies are needed by subject field to match library materials, 
user interests, user needs, and use. HOW are they mismatched? What 
are the consequences and remedies? 
14. A large number of studies of leading non-users is needed. How 
can so many leading citizens be non-users? How can so many poor 
people be non-users? 
15. Intensive user studies should ask in detail who the patron is, 
what the material is, where he will use it, how, and for what. Only 
general characteristics have been described; no one has yet discovered 
an essential difference between users and non-users who appear alike 
in all other m7ays. 
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